
Sandhills Primary School Topic Web - Year 6 Term Four

English
This term we will be learning about
and writing news reports. We will

also be focusing on grammar,
punctuation, spelling and

comprehension to prepare the
children for the upcoming SATs.

Maths
We will be developing our knowledge and

skills focusing on: algebra; converting
measurements of unit; shape and ratio.

Alongside this we will continue to develop
our arithmetic skill and times table

knowledge.

PE
In P.E. we will be focusing on gymnastics and our fitness.

In gymnastics we will be combinings actions to form a
sequence with control and fluency.  In fitness we will look
at how exercise affects and how to increase our stamina

PE.
Music

.You’ve got a friend in me - a song about friendship by
Carole King. We will learn the song and play sections of
the melody on the glockenspiels. We will also listen and

compare a selection of other songs by Carole King.
Computing

Digital Friendships - we will be
focusing on both the benefits and

the risks of online-only friendships.

You Are Awesome

Our topic will
focus on the book

‘You are
Awesome’ by

Matthew Syed:
developing our
growth mindset.

Art
We will be developing our sketching techniques,

concentrating on texture using line and tone, applying
different textures for still life and using a range of

media with annotations.

Science
Working Scientifically - this term we

will be developing our scientific
investigations. We will also be

learning about some key scientists.

Religious Education
Is the resurrection important to Christians? We will be

exploring the resurrection of Jesus through reading the
Easter narrative.

French
This unit is all about food - children will learn the names of
some foods, including fruit and veg, cutlery and cooking
ingredients. They will learn how to say which foods they
like and dislike and to say what they are eating. The unit
builds up to a traditional French recipe - “Le pain perdu”

(“French toast”).


